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Step-by-Step Instructions
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Although this canoe is an interesting project to build
                                                  by modelers of all levels...

This manual was designed for
                                  the beginner modeler in mind...

_______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Revised content Copyright notice:       Self-published in 2020 by Gilles Korent 
The content of this booklet may not be used, reproduced (in part or whole) without prior authorization.

All photography by the author.
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Introduction to the Project

Before you start the building process, please take the time to carefully read and under-
stand the following Manual..........

All modelers should easily handle building this model: from beginner or more experienced. As in any 
such project, study of the instruction manual is paramount for a successful completion. The design is 
simple, yet it should prove to be an interesting project for all levels.
The basic canoe construction should take approximately 30 hours to complete. To make this project a 
little more challenging, an option to simulate fastenings is available toward the end of the manual. The 
inclusion of this option could almost double the building time, but this decision does not have to be 
made right from the start. Although, eventually it will be necessary to look at the overall desired look 
of your model. It will be in a large part, a matter of self-confidence. This optional element may seem 
tedious at first, but as the project advances and confidence is gained it should not present too much 
difficulty. It is to be remembered that making somewhat of a plan right from the first stages is usually 
a good idea in order to know what to expect later. So, spend time going through this manual and confi-
dence will increase.
Because of the overall final size of this model (19 inches in length) and because one of the options is to 
show the hull fastening, the planking will be installed somewhat thicker than needed. This procedure 
is not uncommon: although it will create more work during the sanding process, it will also allow for 
some corrections if the strips are not laid down smoothly. 
The planking procedure is actually very simple, as the strips do not require any special shaping during 
installation; their width is constant.
All in all the Canoe will be built using techniques similar to the ones used in the building of the full size 
craft. Some simplifications have been made as far as the chronology of the steps and the addition of 
details such as ribs, but the end result is a fairly authentic looking canoe model.  You may also use your 
own Artistic license” to make it a more unique piece.
The finishing process is simple; no need for epoxy cloth here.
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The interior fittings such as seats can be very basic or a lot more elaborate; the choice will be yours. This manual will stay with the more traditional 
approach of the thwarts instead of the woven seat.  The choice of display base has been left for the modeler to decide. Here again, the alternatives 
are endless; from a fancy multi-level base to just a piece of driftwood found on a river’s edge or lake shore.

TOOLS
For the construction of this model, very few tools will be needed and a list will be outlined.
Enjoy the experience...

                                           Gilles Korent
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ABOUT THE GLUE

Carpenter type glue will work fine, but some modelers may want to use instant type glue. A medium viscosity glue being best.
These glues are more expensive, but they will cut down on the curing time. Sanding right after the glue has been applied will help filling any gaps 
between the planks. In regards to the model used in illustrating the original manual (2003), CA glue was my first choice: it has worked very well.  

As for the past few years, I have been using regular wood glue: it has worked equally well, the only inconvenient is that it does not dry as fast.  
Warning: Caution should be given with the application of this type of glue. CA or instant glue can be TOXIC,

as well it will bond the skin instantly.
****** PLEASE READ THE LABEL CAREFULLY BEFORE USE ******
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STATION MOLD PATTERNS:  Ready for printing (make sure you printer is set to print at a value of 100%)
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Chapter One
Getting the mould set up
Part One:
* Tracing and cutting the station moulds.
Part Two:
* Preparing the strongback or building base.

Chapter Two 

Planking
* The very first plank.
* Second and subsequent planks.
* Closing the hull.
* Sanding.

Chapter Three
Finishing the outside of the hull
* Hull / strongback separation.
* Building up the planking at the stems.
* Building up the outside stems.
* Shaping the outside stems.
* Installation of the outwales.

TABLE OF CONTENT

Chapter Four
* Cleaning up the inside of the hull.
* Installation of the ribs.
* Introduction to the optional construction step
“the installation of the nails”

Chapter Five
Finishing the woodwork
* Installation of the outside keel.
* The inwales.
* Finishing of the outwales.
* Finishing of the inside keel.
* The decks.
* Varnishing
* The seats - cutting and installation.
* The yoke - Cutting and installation.

Chapter Six
Optional construction step
Hull fastening - the nails -
* Material.
* The procedure.
Photos
A few images of the finished models
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MATERIAL LIST

* 1 - 3”x 20” x 1/2” piece of squared lumber (poplar works well) - for the strongback or building base.
* 2 - 3” x 24” x 3/32” sheet of basswood - for the station moulds.
* 70 strips 3/32” x 3/32” x 24” - for the two layers of planking, inwales. 
* 14 strips 1/8” x 1/32” x 24” or 1/64 x 1/8 x 24” - for the ribs and inside keel (same wood as above)
* 6 strips 1/4” x 1/32” x 24” or 1/64 x 1/4 x 24” - for the inside keel and outside stems.
* 5 strips 3/32” x 3/32” x 24” - for the outside keel (optional) and wales.
* 1 - 3” x 12” x 3/32” sheet - for the decks, seats and yoke.
Note:  
As far as lumber is concerned, I have used red cedar and cherry wood to build many of my canoes.  Both were very nice to work with and give 
a  beautiful finish when varnish.  This said, you may choose to use another essence according to your own preference.  
This list accounts for extra strips, but it is important to put aside all leftover material shorts as most of the short strips can be used as part of the 
construction: especially as you get near the stage of closing the hull.
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THE TOOLS NEEDED

Here is a list of the recommended tools for the construction of the model

Straight edge (metal ruler) - Pencils - Jeweler’s saw equipped with the finest blade - Modeler’s stiff blade saw -
Small pair of flat nose pliers - Small pair of pliers or wire cutter - Assorted files - Small sanding blocks -

Manual hand drill equipped with 0.023”bit - Assorted clamped (cloth-pegs, spring paper clips) -
Assorted sand paper sheet (80, 100, 150, 220 grit).
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STEP BY STEP BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS

Chapter One
Preparations before the construction can begin.
Part One:  Tracing and cutting the Station Molds 

Fig 1.1

Tracing

The Station Molds are the cross sections which are used in the basic construction of the Canoe. They will define the final shape of the
model. In all the steps taken in this chapter, it will be very important to make sure that everything is done accurately. The final shape of
the canoe will depend on it, and this overall shape must show symmetry.
Using the patterns, the first step will be to trace the Station Molds onto a 1/8” thick sheet of basswood stock. There are of course, several
ways to doing this, and here are some suggestions. Some good, and some not as good:

a) They can be printed directly onto a full label-type page, available from a stationary shop. They can, then be carefully cut out
to end up with a peel and stick series of patterns.

b) They can be printed onto heavy stock paper (“business card weight” paper), then 
cut out and used as templates.This technique is shown in Fig 1.1

c) They can be printed on regular type paper, roughly
cut out and glued on the lumber using regular stationary glue.

All of these techniques can be used. Suggestions b) and c) would certainly be best, 
as, in a) peel and stick full page labels are not available everywhere.

Use of templates:
The pattern can be lined up with the square edge of the lumber, or traced in a way 
that the bottom edge of the pattern can be squared off after it has been cut out.
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The total number of cross-sections to be traced amounts to 13, not counting the 
2 stem molds. The number of stations to be traced is as follow:

1 x pattern # 1 (which will be the center station).
2 of every other pattern from #2 to # 7.

To these are added the 2 stem patterns. So the grand total of patterns to be traced 
is 15.

In regards to the stem patterns, only the outside line is initially traced. Once trans-
ferred to the lumber, then, the inside lines will then be added. 
See fig. 1.2 and fig. 1.3

________________________________________________

_____________________

The patterns have now been cut from the pattern sheet 
and traced onto the Basswood plank.

The station moulds are now ready to be cut out.
______________________
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Fig 1.2 Fig 1.3
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Fig 1.4

Fig 1.5

Cutting

Cutting of the traced patterns on the Basswood plank is easily done using a fine blade 
mounted on a coping or jeweler’s saw. (see Fig. 1.4). 
The Stations should of course be cut as accurately as possible.
As far as the patterns shown in this image, they were traced with the bottom edge lined up 
with the edge of the basswood sheet, which is easy enough to do. As was mentioned earlier, 
it could have been done away from that edge. The bottom would have to be squared using 
an electric disk sander or by being careful in cutting that straight edge.
Although both techniques will work fine, the first one is the one that I use, as it does not 
require any special equipment...

__________________________________________________

Part Two: Preparing the Strongback or Building Base -

The Stronback, made of one piece of lumber and long enough to accommodate the length of the canoe (approximately 20”), 1/2” thick 
by 2.5” wide, is used as a building base where all the cross sections (Station Molds) and Stem Molds will be glued on, to give the shape 
of the Canoe. On it, we need to trace a few reference lines.  And here again, this step should be done as precisely as possible.
 
A view of the traced lines is shown in Fig. 1.5.
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To trace the reference lines, proceed as follow:

a) Mark the center of the width of the board at both ends. Join the points. This will 
represent the centerline of the Strongback.
b) Find the center of the length of the board.
c) From there, make a mark every 1 1/8” in both directions. These points will show 
the location of the station moulds (6 on each side of the center station)
d) Using a square, extend lines perpendicular to the centerline from each point as 
measured in c)
e) Number the lines to represent the Station Molds. Pattern #1 being the center sta-
tion, the next one on either side will be #2. Work your way towards the ends of the 
board to #7 on each side. Total 13 lines for 13 Station Molds. See Fig. 1.6

______________________________________________
 Fig 1.6

The station molds can now be glued onto the Strongback. The easiest way to proceed is with the use of a hot glue gun, but other types of glue 
such as carpenter’s glue will work as well. At this stage, instant glues will not work so well as one should be able to move the stations for align-
ment.  The hot glue will also make it easier to remove the molds and clean up the board for another project.
The assembly of the Strongback and Station Molds is shown on Fig. 1.7. For detailed views of this assembly turn to the next page for Fig. 1.8 / 1.9 
and 1.10 and corresponding captions...

Fig 1.7
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Fig 1.8

Fig 1.10

As for the center station mold, it is placed with the 
cross-section line centered through the middle of the  
thickness.

On one side of the center station mould, the left side, 
the stations are place on the left side on the cross-sec-
tion line.

On the other side, in this case the right side of the center sta-
tion mold, the Stations are placed on the right side of the 
cross-section line.

__________________________________

The Strongback is now completed.
The Station Molds and Stem pieces

have been installed...

Fig 1.9
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Construction notes:
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Chapter Two
_____________________________________________________

Work on the outside of the Hull
Part One: planking

12

The first step is to shape the stem pieces to receive the planking. They have to be thinned down at their outside edge. This is achieved with a very 
sharp blade. At this point the stem pieces and stations are still fragile and one should be careful not to push too hard as they will flex too much and 
break. For the time being this shaping will be done on about half their height. The rest can be done a little later as once some planking ha been in-
stalled, the structure will be much more solid.
The shape of the stems is shown on Fig. 2.1 for reference.  Also, at this stage, one will notice or have noticed that the stations have not been beveled 
to receive the planking.
Due to the thickness of the station it is not really necessary to do so, except for one or two 
stations.  But we will do that a little later As well, since the stations will eventually be re-
moved, it will also reduce the chances of having them glued to the planking, and leave glue 
traces behind when the inside sanding takes place.

Installing the first plank: 

Starting at the center station, pin the first plank in place, leaving approximately 1/16” gap 
between the edge of the plank and the small shelf cut in the station. The next step is to pull 
lightly on the plank while pushing it in place against station # 7, leaving, again, 1/16” space 
between the plank and the shelf on the station. By pulling on the plank, it will allow it to rest 
against each station. The plank can now be pinned to station # 7. Now, proceed in the same 
manner to the other stem piece. The plank is now pinned in three spots. Important note: No 
gluing just yet.
From the center station, the small shelves cut in are getting progressively lower to station 
#7. When the plank is pinned onto one side (stem), the action of pulling and pinning it on 
the other side, will give the plank a natural curve from stem to stem. The curve having been 
achieved, the plank can now be pinned to every second station along the whole side, from 
station #7 to the opposite station #7.

Fig 2.1  -  partly bevelled stem
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At this point the run of the plank may show some hollow spots where it has been pinned. Correct by pulling the plank out away from the station. If 
everything is right, the gap should be just a fraction of an inch, and should not present any particular problem. Still no gluing .........
See Fig. 2.2 on the right

Fig 2.2  -  The first plank is partially installed

It is now time to work on the opposite side of the Hull. 
But, before placing the first plank there, a few reference 
points have to be transferred to achieve symmetry from 
side to side. For that, one may use some kind of height 
gauge, either ready made or home made.
The first plank being pinned on one side, we can mark  
reference points and transfer them to the other side of the 
Hull, by measuring where the lower edge of the plank 
should be placed and be carefully pinned.
See Fig 2.3 below.

Once these points have been transferred to the opposite side of the Hull, repeat 
the steps used for the installation of the plank, check for symmetry from side 
to side and adjust if necessary. When happy and again before gluing anything, 
this plank can also be pinned. Check for alignment one last time. Then glue and 
clamp the planks in place at the Stems only: no need to apply glue to the station 
molds.
See Fig 2.4 on the next page.

____________________________________________

The next page will show images of the workdone so far, and what 
your model should look like at this point.

Fig 2.3  -  adding reference points
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